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SOLAR WTWHEAVY IONS FROM ENERGETIC CORONAL EVEMS

S. J. Bame

Urtivereity of California, Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory

Los Aiamos, Naw Mexico 87545

Ahtrtrct Iorta heavier than those of He can be resolved in the eoiar wind with electrostatic l% anaiyzera when tire

local thermaitemperatures are 10W.Ordinarily this condition prevails in the iow speed soiar wind found between

high speed stream=, i.e. the interstream, IS, solarwind. Various ions of O, Si and Fe are resolved in IS heavy ion

spectra. Relative ion ~nk intensities indicate that the O ionization state is established in the IS comnai source
.

regions at -2.1 X I(PK while the state of Fe ia frozen in at -1.5 X 10’K farther out. Occasionally, anomalous

spectra are obsm-ed in which the usually third most prominent ion peak, 0’+, is depressed es are the Fe peaks

ranging fmm Fe”” to Fan’. A prominent peak in the usuai Si’* position of KSspectra is self. consistently shown to

be Fe’k. These features demonstrate that the ionization states were frozen in at higher than usuai corormi

temperaturaa. The source regions of these hot heavy ion spectra are ident~led as energetic coronal events in.

ciuding flares and nonflare coronai mass ejections.

INTRODUCTION

Important information concerning the physics of the coronal expansion resides in the abundances and charge

statsa of the zoizu wind heaw ions, These characteristics, set deep within the corona, do not change in transit to 1

AU. Alti]ough the relationship between interplanetary and coronal abundances is not well understood at present

kause the acceleration mechanism is uncertain, it has been found that on tha average solar wind abuncianccs in

the low speed, low temperature flows are similar to those of the corona, but the interplanetary abundances vary

widely [Borne et al., 1975_J.It is to be expected that as more precise determinations of abundances are made in

both regions, knowl?dge of the nature of the expansion and their relationship will rapidly improve.

Distributions of the charge states provide information concerning the coronal freezing in temperatures at which

the ionization states are formed. This knowledge, along with the measured flow conditions of the interplanetary

piasma can help identify the comnai source regions of the flows, Modelling of these emitting regions to tit the

oherwed ion distributions ~hould contribute importantly to an understanding of the various modes of expansion.
%

Fuily reaoived heavy ion distributions measured under all solar wind conditions must be obtained before we can

completely understand all aspects of the solar wind expansion. A few second generation instruments partially

capable of fulfilling this goal hate been recently iaunched, but renuits from them are not yet available. However,

some b ,mn~tion is aiready available, since during the past decade soinr wind heavy ions have been observed

with ctmed plate electrostatic anaiyzt sat those times when the local thermal temperatures are low enough that

various speck of O, Si (with some aum~wture of S), nnd Fe can be E/q resolved [Bame et al., 19tM; 1970; Cat.

tarteo et al., 1971; Griirucaldt, 1976J, MOSLoften these conditions are found in the intemtrenm, iS, solar wind

between high speed streams. In theso low speed flows the ion thermal temperatures nre usuniiy iow. Obser.

vntionally, it has been found that ail ion species shure o neorly common bulk weed, so the FJq pwitiona of

resolved peaks can be dircctiy converted to M/q values (see e,g, Bame [1!)723).



OBSERVATIONS

‘m the low speed, low temperature IS solar wind the 0’ ‘/0’+ number ratios correspond to coronal freezing in

temperatures of -2.1 x 10’K, while the distribution of Fe”’ to Fe’* ions shows that state to be frozen in farther

out in the corcnaat -1.5 X KM [Borne et al., 19743. Occasionally anomalous heavy ion spectra are measured in

eolar wind with abnormal thermal temperature depressions; i.e. temperatures unexpectedly low for the speed of

tho wind ~hme et u!., 19732 An example of such a spectmm Iabelled, *hot,” is contrasted with a normal IS

cpectrum in F@ra 1. This typical IS epectrum is characterized by prominent 0’” and 0’+ peaks at A anti B,

three Si peaks at C, D, and E, and a group of Fe peaks from FeW+~ FeI*. AI] of the peab beyond }fe have Simi!ar

widths. Other exampk of IS spectra can ba found in !%me etal. [1970; 1974; 1975] and Feldman et al. [19743

Distinct differences are seen between the two spectra. In the hot spectmm the normally prominent 0’+ peak at B

ia low mnd a!raost buried, while an unusually prominent peak oscurs at D, usually occupied by Si’+ in IS spectra,

Peaimof Fe”” to Fa’+, very prominent in the 1S spectrum are very depressed in the hot spectmm. Ratios of the

Iavels at the 0’” and 0’” positions are very dIl%enL m the two spectra. All of these differences, discussed in more

detail in Bame ct al. [19792 show that these two spectra represent distinctly different states of the solar wind,

●lthough a gradation of intermediate states between these somewhat extreme cases can also be found [Fenimore,

1378, in preparation.
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Tho anomalous spectrum can be self consistently shown to have resulted from the heavy ion ionization state

fizing in at higher ccmnal temperatures. To demonstrate this, heavy ion spectra have b~en synthesized for

compmiaon with the experimental spectra. For the synthesis, we used the coronal abundances of Withbroe[lW6~

supplemented with soiar wind abundances of JUzmt o [19751 and the density independent iuniustion

quilibria calculations of AnAzn [1969; 19702 JO, s-, % with those of Mewe [19723 The simplifying as.

$umption that all ion species freeze in at the same temp. ae made; this is of course not strictly correct, but

ifallowanca is made for different species freezing in over n i >f temperatures, useful comparisons are posible.

Spectra for various coronal temperatures extending from 1.26 to 10 X 10’K are presented in Figure 2. Lettem

mark the appropriate peak poeitions for comparison with the spectr~ in Figure 1.
.
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Figure 2. Heavy ion spectra synthesized for comparison with the experimental spectra.

There is a remarkable similarity between the synthesized spectr’jm at 1.58 X’10*K and the experimental IS

spectrum except for the NS (0’+/0”) ratio, Tnis exception is understandllt)!e because in an axpanding, non.

Isothermal corona 0“/0°’ for 1S plasma freezes in nt -2,1 X 10’KWhilethe Fe peaksfreeze in near 1.5 X 10%

[Barrte et al,, 197430’+/0’” is more properly compared with the 2.0X 10’lf spectrum. Otherwise, the Si end Fe

peaks in the synthesized and experimental spectra compare very well,
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C!emparieon of the Figure 1 hot spe’:trum with the synth~ized spectra show thnt its shape is quite similar to the

9.16 X ltYK spectrum. Consideration of }ow the shapes of the synthesized spectra evolve w“th increasing freezing-

in-temparaturee gives strong ●vcaence for clarifying anomalous spectra such as that in Figure 1 as “hot,” i.e. the

ionisation rtates are formed in higher temperature coronal plasma than are the statea of IS plasma. Only a few of

the changes ot ~pectral feztu- with temperature are discussed here; a more extensive discussion is given in

Bame cc d. [1979J As temperature increases, Fe ions evolve to higher ionization levels. At 1.S3 % 10’K the group

of Fe species ceatem near Fd*. By 2.51 x ltYK, FeW+at ~ition D is the most prominent Fe species, and it re-

mains SO,due to its very broad ionization level, to temperatures near 7 X 10’K. Because Si and S ions, which are

prolainant at C, D, and E at 1.3S X ltYK, also shift into broad levels’(S;”; and S“+) as T increases, at 3.16 X KPK

slmoat all of the ions in position D are Fe”+. Another marked feature of changa with increasing T is the MB

(metly O’+/W+) ratio increef8.
d, ? .

Fitting the synthesized spectra to the May 18, 1671 hot spectrum, derived freezing in temperatures are 3.4 x

1(PKfor0’+/0” and 3.0 X ltYK for the Fe”+ to Fe’a’ peak distribution. Lfinstead of the calculations of Jordan,

JO, those of Alla and Dupm ~19691 AD, and of Jacobs et al. [19772 JA, are used, the derived temperatures for

Fe are 3.4 and 2.6 X 1(PK respectively. Detailed comparison of the Fe peak distribution to the JO, AD, and JA

-tatea shows that none of them provides a really close fit. Perhaps the most striking discrepancy is the

prominence of tha Fe”* peak ia the JA states. It seems very unlikely that a physically realistic expansion model

cur be found in which the integration of any of the ionization equations, especially those of .JA, could produce a

spectrum which agrees in detail with the experimental spectrum. “

The May 18, 1971 hot spactnua was measured in plasma heated and expelled by a solar flare, most likely one

ttarting ●t *141O UT on May 14, 1971. This can be shown as follows: ‘I%@flare was accompanied by x-rays, Type

11 and IV radio burste, end a small ●nergetic particle event. On May 17 an SC was obsemwd, followed by a

geomagnetic storm and a Forbu.h decrease. As shown in Figure 3, an 1P shock occurred at --0603 UT on the 17th,

followed by the expected heated and compressed flow of the ambient plasma. About 10.5 h~ure aftx the shack a

number of changee signalled the arrival of the tlare.expelled driver gaa. There was a sudden increase in speed and

● density epika coincident with a He abundance increase which occurred simultaneously with drope in the

●lectron and proton temperatures to abnormally depressed levels. He enhancements to 212% have long been

recognized auaarking tho arrival of flare.expelled gas [Hirah(rwg et d, 197Q Himhbwg, 1973] and density

spikee are frequently oheemed at the leading edge of the shock driver gas [Bame cc OL, 19782 Abnormal

temperature depreaaionu are often found in flare. related eolar wind flows following 1Pshocks by 6-18 hours. They

●re believed tomark tho●rrival of the flara.expelled gas ●nd i. has bean suggested that the plasma is enclosed and

Ieolated in magnetic bottles ●ndlor bubbles which allow it to COOIabnormally for the speed [Gosling d aL, 1973;

Montgomwy d oL, 19741

Measurement tlmo of the h~avy iont is shown in Figure 3, Theie is Iittlo question that this was during the flow

of the driver gas behind the shock. The ionizatlonally hot ch~:actcr of the spectrum then must have been the

result of f~eezing in of the ionization state in expanding coronal gaa heated by the May 14 flare,

Other examples of hot qmtra are ahown in Figure 4. Spectrum (d) in that of May 18, 1971, previously diecue.

sad. Spectrum (b), which is very similar to (d) was meanurcd m) November M), 1070, ●nd gives tweentially the

,. , oame derived freezing in temperatures as the hlny 19, 1971 example, It very cieody wns mmured in flare-heated
.



andexpelledcoronal gas. There was a good candidate flare on November 16 accompanied by Type II and IV radio

bursts and a small particle event. About 59 houm later there was an SC on November 18 followed by a

geomagnetic storm and Forbush decrease. Interplanetary measurements with Vela showed a shock paswqre fol-

lowed -10 !mura later by a temperature depression and He enhancement during which the heavy ion spectmm

was obtained.
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Figura 3. Solar wind flow conditions of May 17-18, 1971 from IMP.6.

‘I’hoMay 18,1971 and November 19,1970 events are the most complete events that have been found in the Vela

5 ●nd 6 data, For various reasons discussed in Borne [1972] .ini-iBame et of. [1979] the number of useful exam.

plea of heavy@ s~ctra obtained, especially of anomalous spectra, has been modest. Leas complete examples of

flara-related poet-shock hot heavy ion spectra were obtained on April 14, 1973 and September 19, 1974. These ex.

ampleshave prominent Fe’”+peaks, but because the speeds were high, part of the spectra were cutoff above the

top of the E/q measurement range, Evidence of strong Fe’c+ peaka, indicating ionizationaliy hot plasma, is prs.

cent in Vela 3 meesurementa in flare. related p.mt.shock flows on ~January 14. 1967, in late May 1967, and on

September 1, 1966, Hot spectra are certainly infrequent fenture of flare-expelled gas in post.shock flows, but it is

not yot known whether such flows always must contain some hot heavy ions. There is evidence in Vela data that

normol IS.like spectra may sometimes be found within a post.ihock tempernlure.depressed flow [Fenimom,

1678, in preparat ionl

Anomalous hot spectra have also been found in other types of solnr ~vindflows from energetic coronal events -

enhanced density events not rendily attributable to interplnnetory compressions and He abunrkmco enhunced

oventi not accompanied by 1P shocks [Fenimore et al., 1978; Fenimore. 1978, in preparation]. Some of these

spectra have intermediate shapes.



8pectrum (c) in Hgum 4 was obtained during Ip fiOW~ndition~s ShOW in ~tzure 5 best d=cri~ M a non-

compreesive density ●nhancement Or NCDE [sea Gosling et a~, 19772 There were no good candidate ffarea

pmcediig this event by several days, no Type II or IV radio bursts, and no evidence for an 1P shock or

Caomagnetic storm. However, there wes an SC caused by a density spike without a change in speed (NCDE), but

●ccompanied by dropa in Tpand Tc to depressedvalues. A He enhancement, not ahwn, also occurred. Shortly

after the density pulse and within the T depression, the hot spectrum was obtained. Note that even though there

is ● pronounced Fe”” to FeU”group there are more Fe ions at lower stages than in the past-shock cases. Also,

more & seems tn be present. Thaeafeet- may be due aelely to freezing in of the ionization atatee over a

broadermnge of temperatures, but they are also suggestive of a mix~ng of plasmas with different states. Com-

pared with the synthesized spectra this spectrum gives temparatur~ of 3.0 X ltYK for 0“/0”’ and 2.8X KPK for

the Fat- to Fe”+ peaka.
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Figure 4. Anomalous heavy ion spectra measured on (a) May 18, 1970, (b) November 19,
1970, (c) April 28, 1971, and (d) May 18, 1971.

Spectrum (a) in Figure 4, again a hot spectrum without a flpre association, hae derived tcmperrntures of 2.7 x

WK for 0’*/0’+ and 2.8 X 10’K for Fe’o+ to Fe’g+. The 1P conditions, given in Figure 6, show no evidence of u

shock or geomagnet!: =corm. There was a density pulse accompanied by a T“ increase on the 17th, but no jump in

speed. Shortly befora the heavy ion measurement there was a T depression nnd an increase in IN.At the time of

the measurement the He abundauce wrIs *12%. Uhnracterization of this event is not clear. Itdoes not seem to be
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● poet-shock event, but maybe a He abundance enhancement aeaociated with an undetected small flare or .sub-

flara. If flare related, perhape a shock was not formed or it decayed. Like the April 28 spectmm this one is brocd

and ia somewhat suggestive of a mixing of statee. A rather good fit was obtained by mixing spectra with freezing

in tamperaturee of 5, ?.5, and 1.5 X 10’K.

y“:,=,,,,________j

Figure 5. Solar wind flow conditions of April 27-29, 1971 from IMP-6.
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Figure 6. Solar wind flow conditions of Mny 17-19, 1970.



SUMMARY

t

ordinarily, solar wind heavy ion spectra which can be ralved with Wq annly~i~ occur in the IOU~~d. l~w

ternpemture solar wind flows between high speed streams. Although the interstream sources are uncertain. we

know that thww flows arise in crxonal regions in which the O ionizatio%etate freezes in at -2.1 X 10’K and that of

Fe is established et --1.5 X 10’K,fartherout in the corona. Similor results for the cnrurtal hole source regions of

high speed strvnmtihave not yet been obtained because the thermal temperatures of the O and Si ions in streams

am trm bi~h for their peaka to be resolved with the Vela 5 and 6 E/q measurements. Although the Fe peaks may he

rermlvable in high speed streams, they lie above the Vela Wq range:

OcCaeionaliy. anomalous heavy ion spectra are measured having a number of features which can be eelf-

Coneistent!y interpreted to show that the ionization states were frozen in at higher than usual temperatures

[Banw ●t aL, 1WJ3 YeIs” ion% not found in IS spectra, area prominent feature of these ionizationally hot

spectra, which havts been found in flare-heated and expelled coronal gas driving 1Pshocks. In two of the best Vela

examples the O state was frozerr in at -3.4 X 10’K and that of Fe at -3.0 X l@K. These temperature values de.

penal importantly on the ionization equilibria calculations chosen for use. However, although the absolute values

may change when better calculations become available, the conclusion that the states are frozen in at hig~er

temperatures in flare-heated and expanding coronal gas will not change. ‘l’he high ionization temperatures then

unequivocally mark thn &We----- -’$GApCtd ‘norgas, which is iater found anomalously cold in post-shock temperature-

depresaed sola r wind flows. ‘I’his identification of a cold piasma from a hot”source region lends support to the no-

tion [Coding ct af., 1973; &fontgornew et af., 1974] that the flare ejects may be enclosed in magnetic hot ties or

bubblee or both and thus cool anomalously in transit to1 AIJ. Some portion of t he anomalous cooling may alsu be

due to a greater than m’ expansion.

Hot spectra ere also found in flows which do not drive interplanetary shocks, but which probably emanate from

energetic coronal events. Fenimore et al. [1878] and Fenimore [1978, in preparation] have identified two types of

flow in addition to the flare associated peat.shock flows recognized earlier: noncompressive density enhanced

flows, NCDES, and He abundance enhanced flows, HAEs, not associated with 11’shocks. Usually, the HA13

eventa seem to be flare associated even though there are no shocks. The May 1870 example shown here belongs to

the HAE cate,gmy, but, in this casa there was no obvious flare association. As for NCDES, only a aubclase of them

contain hot spc’ctra; the April 1971 example shown here is an excellent case. Itis of interest to note that it can be

characterized as both an NCDE and an HAE, but there was no flare association and no shock, although there was

a Lmzparature depression. An intriguing possible source of such an NCDE is the coronal mass ejection event

oheerved with Skylab [Coding et rd., 1!)741
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